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Part one: Choose the best choice a, b, c or d. 

 

1. The student were engaged in a long controversy. Controversy means: 

 a. contribution b. argument c. invent d. arrangment 

2. We may sometimes be unable to display our true feelings. Display means: 

 a. knowledge b. method c. show d. exercise 

3. The main point of the passage she is reading is in its first paragraph. Point means: 

 a. purpose b. action c. event d. nature 

4. Robert identified himself to them by showing identification. Identify means: 

 a. skill b. capacity c. complex d. recognize 

5. It was a misconception in ancient times that the earth was the center of the universe. Misconception 

means: 

 a. wrong idea b. patterns c ability d. reason 

6. Become adjusted to new conditions. 

 a. array b. adapt c. bear upon d. administer 

7. Length of time that someone or something is likely to live. 

 a. novel b. notion c. life-span d. cope with 

8. Please make every endeavor to arrive punctually. Endeavor means: 

 a. fundamental b. argument c. attempt d. arrive 

9. The act or process of thinking, conceiving, reasoning, etc. 

 a. assimilation b. accommodation c. confrontation d. cognition 

10. The state of belief when one is unsure. 

 a. uncertainty b. conformity c. intellectual d. performance 

11. Robert is not happy because he has achieved only half of what he had hoped to do. Achieve means: 

 a. evaluate b. accomplish c. careful d. process 
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12. She cannot concentrate on her studies with all that noise going on. Concentrate on means: 

 a. cope with b. assess c. focus on d. rely on 

13. Studing mathematics involves lots of hard work. Involve means: 

 a. investigate b. pursue c. finding d. include 

14. Some people choose jobs that allow them to interact with other people. Interact means: 

 a. perceive b. act together c. integrate d. obtain 

15. A book written by oneself about one's own life. 

 a. autobiography b. story c. acquaintance d. friend 

16. An affective state of consciousness in which joy, sorrow, fear, or the like, is experienced. 

 a. empirical b. emotion c. function d. situation 

17. Thing done to relieve or cure an illness or a defect. 

 a. symptom b. validity c. uniformity d. treatment 

18. He concealed having been there. Conceal means: 

 a. hide b. explore c. elaborate d. review 

19. Situation in which one has to choose between two undesirable things. 

 a. disposition b. dilemma c. deviant d. awareness 

20. May be defined as to achieve one's full potential. 

 a. self-concept b. self-defeating c. self-control d. self-actualize 

21. Word that is opposite in meaning to other. 

 a. antonyms b. arbitrary c. arousal d. assume 

22. They began to exhibit signs of fear. Exhibit means: 

 a. ignore b. interfere  c. show d. constitute 

23. Strong desire to dress in the clothes of opposite sex. 

 a. judgement b. transvestism c. diagnosis d. depression 

24. Lack of order. 

 a. distress b. expectation c. disorder d. depress 

25. Entering or being allowed to enter a building, hospital, etc. 

 a. ample b. assert c. impress d. admission 
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Part Two: Comprehension 

Read the following statements and answer the questions by choosing the best choice. 

 

26. Standardization involves the consistency or uniformity of conditions and procedures for 

administering a test or other assessment device. If we want to compare the performance of different 

people on the same test, then it is vital that they all take that test under identical conditions. Everyone 

taking the test must be exposed to the same instructions, be allowed the same amount of time in which 

to respond, and be situated in an identical, or at least highly similar, environment. 

According to above paragraph, which of the following is not vital for taking a standardized test? 

 a. identical test instruction for different people on the same test. 

 b. some how similarity in environment for different people on the same test.  

 c. the same amount of time to respond for different people on the same test. 

 d. the uniformity of procedures for test administration. 

27. This is the fastest approach, because the test is given on time, in addition, there is no opportunity 

for learning or memory to influence the performance. 

According to above paragraph which of the following statements is true. 

 a. There is opportunity for learning or memory.  

 b. There is opportunity only for learning or memory. 

 c. There is no opportunity for learning or memory. 

 d. This is the lowest approach. 

28. All individuals tend to attempt to manipulate their environment to receive reinforcement and to 

avoid punishment. 

According to above statement: all individuals tend to attempt to manipulate their environment: 

 a. to receive only reinforcement  

 b. to avoid only punishment  

 c. to receive reinforcement and to avoid punishment 

 d. to receive information from environment 
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29. Interestingly, the other patients in the hospitals recognized the normality of the pseudopatients 

more frequently than did the professional staff of psychiatrists, psychologist, nurses, and attendants. 

Question: Who recognized the normality of the pseudopatients more often in the hospitals? 

 a. The attendants  b. The other patients  

 c. The psychiatrists.  d. Psychologists. 

30. The three conditions that client-centered therapists are required to provide include ………………... 

 a. communicating honestly, responding spontaneusly, supporting the clients. 

 b. unconditional positive regard, empathy and genuiness. 

 c. warmth, caring for, approval of clients behavior. 

 d. understanding the patients world, communicating this understanding to the client and empathy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


